
MY
COUNTRY”“



Just give me a little more time!
I want to love the things as no one has thought to 

love them, until they're worthy of you and real 
———— Rainer Maria Rilke, The Book of Hours•    Even after I’ve read the speech many times, I am still 

touched by the moment in Washington’s address at Newburgh 
when he transitions from asking his officers to wait a little 
longer for their overdue pay to reading a letter from Congress 
in support of their demands. After stumbling over the first 
words, Washington reaches for his glasses, explaining to his 
men: "gentlemen, you must forgive me. I have grown gray in 
your service and now I find myself growing blind.”

It is meaningful, although not unexpected, that 
openness around a growing weakness is what allows 
something as apparently invulnerable as a war to be won 
(hyperbolic, but somewhat true). War is the place where 
bodies get torn apart, not cared for.  Still, many  
of Washington’s officers who had been considering mutiny 
only moments before, were reduced to tears at seeing  
their General vulnerable, and a revolt which may well have 
changed the fate of my country did not happen.

There is a tenderness when he or she or they who  
are our leader exposes they also have a body.

(Tender here, meaning soft, or easily injured. Also 
evoking what needs to be tended to, in the same way as  
one would tend to a garden, or a sick child.)•Or, I’m thinking of the way Martha Nussbaum 
explains the tragedy of Euripides’ Hecuba, fallen queen of a 
besieged Troy. Nussbaum interprets the message of Hecuba 
to be that humanity exists in part because of our ability to 
be broken, to experience devastation. That to live with a 
heart open to the world is to be vulnerable enough to be, 
with real consequence, affected by it. This is one of the 
most beautiful and the most painful parts of being human.

To treat ourselves and those around us as if we are 
breakable, because we are, but also because we should be.•What if we expected our President, our Congress, our 
leaders, to have been in or at least to understand combat, 
but also to demonstrate to a voting public moments in 
which they have known themselves to be most breakable. 
To tell us about a time in which their humanity has been 
tested, to be capable of gentleness as well as strength.            •Claudia Rankine writes in Don’t Let Us Be Lonely,

Sharon’s desire to exile Arafat allows me to feel 
tender towards Sharon. I think of him waking in the middle of 
the night after he has slept enough to feel almost awake.  
I think of him waking into this thought, a thought that strips 
the Israel/Palestine conflict of all its complexities. Simple 
separate Arafat from his people. I see him forgetting that 
Arafat is already exiled, that he himself in the eyes of some  
is also in a state of exile. Sharon’s solution is so simple it 
makes me want to touch his face.”

Recognizing that someone is acting from a condition 
of humanness (can we ever not be) does not condone nor  
does it justify their actions. Nor should it necessarily change  
our response. But it gives me a moment in which I do not feel 
like I am drowning. And it reminds me of the agency of my  
own judgement.

•I try to imagine touching Donald Trump’s face. He 
permeates my world and my thoughts, yet I am still surprised 
to remember he is a person who also inhabits a body  — the 
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experience is like speaking with someone through a  
glass window.

Looking in the mirror and inspecting a new wrinkle 
underneath one’s right eye and being surprised at its sudden 
appearance. Or the feeling of the sun falling on the exposed 
skin between my pants and my socks. Without question, 
awareness of shared vulnerability, pain, and pleasure can 
encourage care and patience towards other beings.  

Would it benefit my understanding of those in 
power if I could develop my empathy? Or would it rob me of 
the detachment necessary to ask for an appropriate level of 
accountability?

What happens to us when we begin to imagine others 
as monsters? To predict our recoil at their touch.

This isn’t theoretical, I really don’t know. Maybe this 
is where the limits of tenderness end.•Meditation teacher Tara Brach speaks eloquently 
of experiments in the desert in which scientists have tried to 
recreate the conditions of greenhouses that could someday be 
established on Mars.

These experiments quickly came to an end as it 
became apparent that without wind, without weather, trees are 
not able to take root. They find strength in resistance, strength 
when asked to bend.

Still, it makes me uncomfortable when I hear 
someone say ‘we will survive this’. We will, and we have had 
questionable leadership before. But who is ‘we’, and what will 
‘we’ lose, and who will ‘we’ lose while ‘we’ are surviving?

Today, I am not sure how to love my country. I don’t 
know how to balance its crimes with the qualities for which I 
feel a profound sense of patriotism.

When used well, I hope that tenderness and 
vulnerability can be active and consequential alternatives for 
creating space and extending kindness when we aren’t clear of 
what to say or what to do. This is also the space to not know, 
the space to acknowledge both grief and potential wrongdoing.

Also, to extend empathy, even if this may not warrant 
granting excuse.

Like I said, I do not know how to love my country.
(Although I do. Do love. Do not know how). Letting a heart 
break to keep it. 
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